Количка с 8 чекмеджета, с 386 инструмента

- Heavy gauge steel with double wall construction for extra strength and durability
- Ball bearing drawer runners provide superior performance and carry heavier loads.
- Overall Size: 766 x 465 x 958mm.
- Model No. ZAP2408

Аварийно захранване, 12 V, 1000 ампера

- Delivers up to 1000 Peak Amps of initial starting power.
- Cable and Clamp Length: 0.5m.
- Starts up to 30 cars before recharging, depending on the length of crank time needed to start each one.
- Monitor power pack condition using TEST function.
- Display via 5 LED indicators.
- Use as a 12V power supply too - includes a lighter type socket.
- Supplied with mains charger and double plug adaptor for in-car charging.
- Model No. RS1

Пневматичен гайковерт 1/2

- Powerful impact wrench with twin hammer mechanism for increased torque.
- Air motor features quality bearings, ductile steel end plates and carefully finished components to ensure smooth running and maximum power.
- Working/Maximum Torque: 400/480lb.ft.
- Ultimate Torque: 500lb.ft.
- Model No. SA602

Инструмент за разширяване на спирачни тръби

- Produces accurate automotive double flares on most common sizes of brake pipe.
- Supplied with 4.75mm, 3/16", 1/4", 5/16" and 3/8" dies and 4.75mm, 3/16", 1/4", 5/16" clamp blocks for forming most popular flares.
- Optional 3/8" clamp block available.
- Supplied in carry case.
- Model No. PF009
Лост за откриване кутии, вадене на пирони от дървени конструкции, 610мм
- Произведено от drop-forged, отглеждано стомана.
- Включва нож и сван нос.
- Идеално за откриване на упаковки, отстраняване на гвозди и разбиране на дървени конструкции.
- Модел No. AK2061

Кръстат ключ за гуми 17, 19.21мм
- Профилиран със зернина и изчистена зернина.
- Включва три популярни размера на колелни гайки и 1/2" хвърли за стандартни гайки.
- Модел No. AK2093

Комбиниран комплект накрайници
- Произведено от Chrome Vanadium стомана 6150.
- Дълги и къси риба, спайлинг, хекс, и безопасен TRX-Star* ириан.
- Съдържа 3/8" и 1/2" хвърли до 10мм хекс адаптери.
- Модел No. AK21974

Накрайници, комплект 42 бр, 3/8 и 1/2
- Произведено от Chrome Vanadium стомана.
- Съдържа: Хекс Бити; 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12мм (по един за 30 & 75мм), TRX-Star* Бити; 30, 32, 35, 38, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60мм (по един за 30 & 75мм), 1/2"хвърли Бити; M5, M6, M8, M10, M12 (по един за 30 & 75мм), Drive Adaptors; 3/8"хвърли x 10мм хекс, 1/2"хвърли x 10мм хекс.
- Модел No. AK219

Комплект гаечни ключове, 11 броя
- Размери: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19мм.
- Експериментална WadDrive® ръкохватка, която тръгва върху дъното, не на угла, даващо до 30% повече момент.
- Дълги, слънчеви стоманени ключове.
- Високо чисто зернина стомана, трите хромирани, полирани със стомана.
- Съдържа хвърли за стопански кръгове.
- Модел No. AK630/5'S

Комплект клещи за водна помпа 400мм
- Произведено от Chrome Vanadium стомана.
- Профилиран със зернина, слънчево топене.
- Кове-връзка, съвместима със стомана.
- Дължина: 400мм.
- Модел No. AK370

Комплект гаечни ключове с гъвкава глава 16 бр
- Размери: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19мм.
- Експериментална WadDrive® ръкохватка, която навлиза върху дъното, не на угла, даващо до 30% повече момент.
- Дълги, слънчеви стоманени ключове.
- Високо чисто зернина стомана, трите хромирани, полирани със стомана.
- Съдържа хвърли за стопански кръгове.
- Модел No. AK6942

Необорудвана количка с 2 рафта и заключващо се чекмедже
- Алуминиево колело с високопречупен обхват на колелото, с капацитет 80кг.
- Дълги, наддължни стелажи, които могат да бъдат използвани в различни посоки, за да се използват най-ефективно пространството.
- Високо чисто зернина стомана, трите хромирани, полирани със стомана.
- Съдържа хвърли за стопански кръгове.
- Модел No. CX101D
Комплект тресчотка и накрайници, 39 броя, 3/8 (гедоре)
• Contents: Standard Sockets; 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14mm, Deep Sockets; 8, 9, 11, 12, 13mm, Extension Bars; 100, 150mm, Sliding T-Bar, 1/4” Square Drive Single Pawl Pear-Head Flip Reverse Ratchet Wrench with 48 Teeth, Spinner Handle, Universal Joint.
• Model No. AK851

Комплект тресчотка и накрайници, 33 броя, 1/2 (гедоре)
• Flip reverse, 48 teeth, comfort grip, ratchet handle with push button quick release and 1/2” breaker bar.
• Contents: Sockets; 8-30, 32, 34, 35, 36mm, Extension Bars; 125, 250mm, Universal Joint, 1/2” Square Drive Pear-Head Flip Reverse Ratchet Wrench with 48 Teeth, 380mm Breaker Bar, Sliding T-Bar Adaptor 1/2” x 3/8”.
• Model No. AK858

Тестер за антифриз
• Tests ethylene glycol strength with engine hot or cold.
• Composite body and rubber bulb for workshop durability.
• Model No. AK409

Уред за свиване на пружини
• Features spring loaded safety jaws for easy location of the jaws on assembly.
• Prevents accidental release of spring under load.
• Use with 24mm hex socket or spanner.
• Model No. AK3844

Тестер за електролит тип "спринцовка"
• Professional battery hydrometer.
• Float gauge and thermometer built-in.
• Model No. AK414

Комплект тресчотка и накрайници, 24 броя, 1/4 (гедоре)
• Flip reverse, 48 teeth, comfort grip, ratchet handle with push button quick release and 1/2” breaker bar.
• Contents: Sockets; 8-30, 32, 34, 35, 36mm, Extension Bars; 125, 250mm, Universal Joint, 1/2” Square Drive Pear-Head Flip Reverse Ratchet Wrench with 48 Teeth, 380mm Breaker Bar, Sliding T-Bar Adaptor 1/2” x 3/8”.
• Model No. AK858
Комплект отверки, 7 броя POWER MAX
• High quality Chrome Vanadium polished shafts with shot blasted and magnetized tips.
• Contents: Slotted; 3 x 75, 5 x 100, 6 x 150, 8 x 150mm, Phillips; #0 x 75, #1 x 75, #2 x 100mm.  
  • Model No. AK5040

Комплект 8 отверки, POWERMAX
• High quality Chrome Vanadium polished shafts with shot blasted and magnetized tips.
• Contents: Slotted; 3 x 75, 5 x 100, 6 x 150, 8 x 150mm, Phillips; #1 x 75, #2 x 100mm, Pozi; #1 x 75, #2 x 100mm.  
  • Model No. AK5042

Клещи за маслени филтри, тип "челюст", 57-120мм за трудно достъпни места
• Jaws swivel up to 90º to give access to awkwardly positioned oil and fuel filters.  
  • Components: Serrated jaw and long handles for extra grip on oily filters.  
  • Features angled jaws, for use in confined engine bays.  
  • Dipped non-slip rubber grip handles for added comfort and control.  
  • Capacity: Ø57-120mm.  
  • Model No. AK6417

Клещи за маслен филтър 54-108мм
• Forged pliers with chemically blackened finish.  
  • Serrated jaw and long handles for extra grip on oily filters.  
  • Features angled jaws, for use in confined engine bays.  
  • Dipped non-slip rubber grip handles for added comfort and control.  
  • Model No. AK6411

Ключ за маслен филтър, 63-120мм
• Satin chrome finish steel construction with 1/2" & 3/8" Sq drives.  
  • Also suitable for use with a 21mm spanner.  
  • Claws grip filter tighter as more torque is applied.  
  • Model No. AK643

Ключ за маслен филтър, 65-110мм, тип "примка"
• Band type filter wrenches. Steel strap with heavy-duty cast body and control knob.  
  • Removes filters with minimal risk of damage.  
  • Ideal for servicing newer vehicles or when the filter needs to be refitted.  
  • Model No. AK644

Магнитен прихващащ, 1300-650мм, повдига до 1,5кг, 130-650мм
• Telescopes to less than pen size for convenient pocket storage.  
  • 1.5kg Pick-up capacity from Ø10mm magnet.  
  • Minimum/Maximum Extended Length: 130/650mm.  
  • Model No. AK6511

Огледалце за оглед на колата, 360 градуса на въртене, 125-690мм
• Chromed metal body with pocket-clip for safe storage.  
  • 90° inspection mirror mounted on ball joint permitting full 360° rotation.  
  • Minimum/Maximum Extended Length: 125/690mm.  
  • Model No. AK652

Гъвкав магнитен прихващащ, до 1,5кг
• Flexible chromed shaft with classic styled composite handle.  
  • Use with or without magnetic protection cap.  
  • 1.5kg Pick-up capacity from Ø10mm magnet.  
  • Model No. AK6531
**Comprehensive set of Chrome Vanadium steel keys with tommy bar.**

- Suitable for sump plugs on engine, gearbox and back axle.
- Contents: Square Male; 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14mm, 5/16", 3/8", Square Female; 10mm, Hex; 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17, Triangle; 10mm, TRX-Star*; T45, Tommy Bar 3/8" Sq Drive Slider.
- Supplied in storage case.
- Model No. A6658

**Fits 90% of today’s vehicles.**

- Chrome Vanadium steel.
- Contains: Hex: 5/16", 3/8", 1/2", 8, 10, 12, 14, 17mm.
- Square; 8, 11, 13mm.
- Model No. AK658

**Manufactured from heat treated and hardened Chrome Vanadium steel with a fully polished finish.**

- Ball-end hex from 1.5-10mm with hex short element and TRX-Star® from T10 to T50 with security short element.
- Keys range in length from 75-180mm and feature a rubber anti-slip coating for comfort and control.
- Model No. AK7176

**Lightweight composite handle housing a glass lens with x5 magnification.**

- Steel blade with Metric and imperial scales and magnetic tip.
- Strong rewind mechanism with slide-button lock, plus side and base mounted push button locks for added versatility.
- Model No. AK990

**Traditional cantilever design with four tool trays and central tool storage area.**

- Top flap accept padlock for extra security.
- Size (W x D x H): 530 x 210 x 220mm.
- Model No. AP521

**Quality tradesman’s multimeter with 26mm high easy-to-read LCD display.**

- Features protective boot, probe storage and integral stand.
- Audible Continuity.
- Diode/Transistor Verification Mode.
- Supplied with probe test leads.
- Model No. MM24

**Professional quality steel frame cabinet for use in the workshop.**

- Supplied with 44 tough polypropylene drawers which can be subdivided into smaller compartments with dividers (not supplied).
- Can be wall mounted or used free standing.
- Overall size (W x D x H): 307 x 147 x 510mm.
- Model No. APDC45
Quick Action ALL STEEL

- Bench mounting, all steel heavy-duty vice with serrated jaws.
- Features patented cam action lock/release system and quick-slide action for fast jaw opening and closing before clamping.
- Includes anvil and swivel base.
- Jaw Size x Opening: 150 x 150mm.
- Weight: 10kg.
- Model No. SQAV150

Quick Action ALL STEEL

- For fast, efficient use when removing burrs on a workpiece or sharpening a blade.
- Four colour coded grits allow easy choice for application requirements.
- Colour/Grit: Yellow/#200, Red/#300, Green/#400, Blue/#600.
- Supplied in a tough composite storage/work box with anti-slip base for added stability.
- Model No. DSS4

Bastun за заключване на волана

- Hardened steel lock that is quick and easy to fit to steering wheel.
- Highly visible deterrent to the vehicle thief.
- Vinyl coated to protect steering wheel.
- Supplied with two keys.
- Model No. PB393

Пистолет за горещ въздух със светодиоден дисплей

- LCD temperature display.
- Variable electronic temperature control.
- Supplied with four nozzles, stripper, scraper handle, three scraper blades, all in a carry-case.
- Double insulated and fitted with BS approved 3 pin safety plug.
- Model No. H104K

Pompa za gumi s два цилиндера (крачна)

- High power, steel framed foot pump with two Ø50 x 120mm steel barrels.
- Gauge calibrated in psi and bar and ranging from 0-100psi and 0-7bar.
- Fitted with a 610mm flexible pressure hose with locking connector.
- Model No. FP2

Пистолет за горещ въздух със светодиоден дисплей

- LCD temperature display.
- Variable electronic temperature control.
- Supplied with four nozzles, stripper, scraper handle, three scraper blades, all in a carry-case.
- Double insulated and fitted with BS approved 3 pin safety plug.
- Model No. H104K

Nитрилни ръкавици, 100 броя

- Offers a high degree of protection against a variety of chemicals.
- More durable than standard latex gloves.
- Provides excellent protection whilst being light and flexible.
- Nitrile material, ideal for people with latex protein allergies.
- Approved to EN 455 & EN 374.
- Model No. SSP56

Маски за еднократна употреба против прах и дребни частици, 50 броя

- Lightweight cup style comfort mask for general use.
- Metal band forms top of mask securely around nose for comfortable fit.
- N.B. Should not be used for any applications requiring mandatory respiratory protection against fine particles, gases, vapour or paint fumes.
- Model No. SSP15D

Предпазни очила с безцветни стъкла

- BS EN 166/F - Lightweight spectacles.
- Ideal as jobber’s or visitor’s spectacles.
- Side arms with built-in ventilated shields.
- Model No. SSP29

LED 5 алуминиево фенерче с магнитен прихващащ

- Aluminium bodied torch.
- Telescopic Ø6mm, 0.5kg magnetic pick-up.
- Min./Max. Extended Length: 148/528mm
- 5 Ultra bright LEDs have up to 100,000hr life.
- Knurled handle for extra grip.
- Powered by 4 x LR44 Cells (supplied).
- Model No. LED005P

Шейна, 6 колела, american style

- Heavy steel framework with powder coat paint finish.
- Easy rolling Ø60mm composite castor wheels with ball bearing swivels.
- Features vinyl covered back and head rest.
- Model No. SCR75

Челник с 3 светодиодни крушки - 3 AAA батерии (включени)

- Hands-free LED spotlight.
- No wire LED fits general use and one red LED, which can be used at night to help maintain night vision.
- Adjustable inclination to direct light source as required.
- Powered by 3 x AAA cells (supplied).
- Model No. HT03LED

Пистолет за горещ въздух със светодиоден дисплей

- LCD temperature display.
- Variable electronic temperature control.
- Supplied with four nozzles, stripper, scraper handle, three scraper blades, all in a carry-case.
- Double insulated and fitted with BS approved 3 pin safety plug.
- Model No. H104K

5 LED алуминиево фенерче с магнитен прихващащ

- Aluminium bodied torch.
- Telescopic Ø6mm, 0.5kg magnetic pick-up.
- Min./Max. Extended Length: 148/528mm
- 5 Ultra bright LEDs have up to 100,000hr life.
- Knurled handle for extra grip.
- Powered by 4 x LR44 Cells (supplied).
- Model No. LED005P

Помпа за гуми с два цилиндера (крачна)

- High power, steel framed foot pump with two Ø50 x 120mm steel barrels.
- Gauge calibrated in psi and bar and ranging from 0-100psi and 0-7bar.
- Fitted with a 610mm flexible pressure hose with locking connector.
- Model No. FP2

Шейна, 6 колела, american style

- Heavy steel framework with powder coat paint finish.
- Easy rolling Ø60mm composite castor wheels with ball bearing swivels.
- Features vinyl covered back and head rest.
- Model No. SCR75

Бастун за заключване на волана

- Hardened steel lock that is quick and easy to fit to steering wheel.
- Highly visible deterrent to the vehicle thief.
- Vinyl coated to protect steering wheel.
- Supplied with two keys.
- Model No. PB393

Челник с 3 светодиодни крушки - 3 AAA батерии (включени)

- Hands-free LED spotlight.
- No wire LED fits general use and one red LED, which can be used at night to help maintain night vision.
- Adjustable inclination to direct light source as required.
- Powered by 3 x AAA cells (supplied).
- Model No. HT03LED

Комплект за сваляне на шайбата на алтернатора, 6 броя

- Easy removal of freewheel pulley from alternator either on or off the vehicle.
- Applications: Audi, BMW, Citroen, Ford, Mercedes, Peugeot, Porsche, Renault, Skoda, Vauxhall/Opel.
- Model No. SX400

Камък за изпиляване

- For fast, efficient use when removing burrs on a workpiece or sharpening a blade.
- Four colour coded grits allow easy choice for application requirements.
- Colour/Grit: Yellow/#200, Red/#300, Green/#400, Blue/#600.
- Supplied in a tough composite storage/work box with anti-slip base for added stability.
- Model No. DSS4
**Греда за двигател, 300кг**
- Compact design digital tester suitable for professional use.
- Low current draw technology to evaluate condition of SLI, VRLA, AGM and Gel batteries.
- Results displayed on LED control panel.
- No internal battery and will test batteries with a residual charge of just 7Volts.
- Suitable also for the evaluation of the alternator and charging circuitry of the vehicle - the results displayed simply and clearly on the LED panel.
- **Model No. BT91/7**

**Волт/амперметър с 9 функции**
- Reads up to 12×100/1000amps.
- Tests battery voltage, feed voltage, earth contact, alternator current, equalization, alternator drop, electric system and sulfation current.
- Steel housing with carry strap.
- 2 Large meter read-out display.
- Supplied with two pairs of leads with crocodile clips and full operating instructions.
- **Model No. BT91/5**

**Товарна вилка (тестер за аккумулатори)**
- American style drop tester.
- Load applied by internal switchgear - no sparking!
- Suitable for 6 and 12Volt batteries.
- Applies load across cells and measures output on meters.
- Accurate indication of battery voltage, faulty cell and short circuited cell.
- **Model No. BT91/5**

**Цифров тестиран анализатор за аккумулатори**
- Compact design digital tester suitable for professional use.
- Low current draw technology to evaluate condition of SLI, VRLA, AGM and Gel batteries.
- Results displayed on LED control panel.
- No internal battery and will test batteries with a residual charge of just 7Volts.
- Suitable also for the evaluation of the alternator and charging circuitry of the vehicle - the results displayed simply and clearly on the LED panel.
- **Model No. BT91/7**

**Волт/амперметър с 9 функции**
- Reads up to 12×100/1000amps.
- Tests battery voltage, feed voltage, earth contact, alternator current, equalization, alternator drop, electric system and sulfation current.
- Steel housing with carry strap.
- 2 Large meter read-out display.
- Supplied with two pairs of leads with crocodile clips and full operating instructions.
- **Model No. BT91/5**

**Товарна вилка (тестер за аккумулатори)**
- American style drop tester.
- Load applied by internal switchgear - no sparking!
- Suitable for 6 and 12Volt batteries.
- Applies load across cells and measures output on meters.
- Accurate indication of battery voltage, faulty cell and short circuited cell.
- **Model No. BT91/5**
Секция с 4 чекмеджета, с 142 инструмента
• Topchest Model No: AP2401
• Heavy gauge steel with double wall construction for extra strength and durability.
• Overall Size (W x D x H): 690 x 465 x 400mm.
• Model No. ZAP2401EXP10

Количка с 7 чекмеджета, с 249 инструмента
• All heavy gauged steel construction and manufactured with steel inner walls for extra strength and durability.
• Overall Size: (W x D x H): 685 x 465 x 995mm.
• Model No. ZAP26479EXP10

Комплект пили
• Contents: Half-Round, Square, Round, Three-Square, Flat
• Tray Size (W x D x H): 176.5 x 397 x 55mm.
• Model No. TBT09

Комплект Г-образни ключове, 8 броя
• Contents: T9, T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, T40.
• Tray Size (W x D x H): 176.5 x 397 x 55mm.
• Model No. TBT05

Количка с 6 чекмеджета, с 544 инструмента (Всичко за вашия сервис)
• Model No. ZAP26479EXP10

Includes Tool Trays:
TBT01, TBT02, TBT03, TBT04, TBT05, TBT06, TBT07, TBT08, TBT10, TBT11, TBT12, TBT13, TBT14, TBT15, TBT16, TBT17, TBT18, TBT19, TBT20, TBT21, TBT22, TBT23, TBT24, TBT25, TBT26, TBT27, TBT28, TBT30, TBT33, TBT34, TBT35

Includes Tool Trays:
TBT01, TBT02, TBT03, TBT04, TBT05, TBT06, TBT07, TBT08, TBT10, TBT11, TBT12, TBT13, TBT14, TBT15, TBT16, TBT17, TBT18, TBT19, TBT20, TBT21, TBT22, TBT23, TBT24, TBT25, TBT26, TBT27, TBT28, TBT30, TBT33, TBT34, TBT35, TBT32, TBT31, TBT30, TBT29, TBT28, TBT27, TBT26, TBT25, TBT24, TBT23, TBT22, TBT21, TBT20, TBT19, TBT18, TBT17, TBT16, TBT15, TBT14, TBT13, TBT12, TBT11, TBT10, TBT09, TBT08, TBT07, TBT06, TBT05, TBT04, TBT03, TBT02, TBT01

Includes Tool Trays:
TBT01, TBT02, TBT03, TBT04, TBT05, TBT06, TBT07, TBT08, TBT09, TBT10, TBT11, TBT12, TBT13, TBT14, TBT15, TBT16, TBT17, TBT18, TBT19, TBT20, TBT21, TBT22, TBT23, TBT24, TBT25, TBT26, TBT27, TBT28, TBT30, TBT33, TBT34, TBT35, TBT32, TBT31, TBT30, TBT29, TBT28, TBT27, TBT26, TBT25, TBT24, TBT23, TBT22, TBT21, TBT20, TBT19, TBT18, TBT17, TBT16, TBT15, TBT14, TBT13, TBT12, TBT11, TBT10, TBT09, TBT08, TBT07, TBT06, TBT05, TBT04, TBT03, TBT02, TBT01
Set includes seat, steering wheel, floor and gear lever covers.

Suitable for most cars and light commercial vehicles.

Model No. CSC4

Applications: VW/Audi, Seat, BMW/Mini, Mercedes, Volvo and Vauxhall/Opel (from 1996 on) with EOBD based engines.

Reads and clears airbag, ABS and transmission DTCs.

Requires 4 x AA batteries (supplied).

Model No. VS865


Reads and clears airbag, ABS and transmission DTCs.

Powered by 4 x AA batteries.

Model No. VS865

Applications: All 1996 and later EOBD compliant vehicles.

Reads and clears airbag, ABS and transmission DTCs.

Supplied with 400mm rubber hose and single clip on connector.

Model No. S49303

Composite body and dial type jumbo gauge with rubber protector.

Calibrated in bar and psi.

Supplied with 400mm rubber hose and single clip on connector.

Model No. S4921KT

Applications: All 1996 and later EOBD compliant vehicles.

Retrieves generic (P0, P2, P3 and U0) and manufacturer specific (P1, P3 and U1) codes.

Retrieves vehicle information (VIN, CID and CVN).

Built in DTC Library.

Model No. VS8700

Applications: All 1994 and later EOBD compliant vehicles.

Retrieves generic (P0, P2, P3 and U0) and manufacturer specific (P1, P3 and U1) codes.

Retrieves vehicle information (VIN, CID and CVN).

Built in DTC Library.

Model No. VS850

Applications: VW/Audi, Seat, BMW/Mini, Mercedes, Volvo and Vauxhall/Opel (from 1996 on) with EOBD based engines.

Reads and clears airbag, ABS and transmission DTCs.

Requires 4 x AA batteries (supplied).

Model No. VS855

Applications: VW/Audi, Seat, BMW/Mini, Mercedes, Volvo and Vauxhall/Opel (from 1996 on) with EOBD based engines.

Reads and clears airbag, ABS and transmission DTCs.

Requires 4 x AA batteries (supplied).

Model No. VS865
**Professional Multimeter - 8 Functions**

- High precision auto-ranging multimeter.
- Conforms with EN 61010-1 CATIII 600V safety requirements for electrical equipment for measurement, control, and laboratory use.
- Probe and lead storage and integral upright stand for use on the workbench.
- Supplied in zipped pouch with carry strap.
  - Model No. TM102

**Universal Tool for Fitting Connectors**

- Nylon components with steel main shaft.
- Fits 90% of cars and light vans up to 2.0hp gas and 2.5hp Petrol with double plate clamps.
- Suitable for front wheel drive vehicles.
- Supplied with 2 different sized expanding collets.
  - Model No. VS010

**Plastic Pliers, Medium**

- Smooth rounded jaw edges prevent damage to internal hose reinforcement.
- Quick and simple - one handed use.
- Made from durable glass reinforced nylon.
  - Model No. VS031

**Plastic Pliers for Brake and Fuel Hoses**

- Smooth rounded jaw edges prevent damage to internal hose reinforcement.
- Quick and simple - one handed use.
- Made from durable glass reinforced nylon.
  - Model No. VS030

**Instrmnt for Tightening Valve Springs**

- Permits valve springs and valve stem oil seals to be replaced without the need to remove the cylinder head when used in conjunction with VS1601 Compressed Air Adaptor.
- Reversible jaw adaptor and automatic cam action lock to pre-set spring tension.
- Suitable for use on a wide range of OHV, OHC and CVH engines.
  - Model No. VS160

**Comparative Electrolytic Type Tester**

- Check moisture content of fluid by resistance to electric current.
- Easily calibrated using virgin brake fluid.
  - Model No. VS027

**Cooling System Pressure Testing Kit**

- Accurately measures the strength of battery fluid, screenwash and antifreeze by measuring the refractive index of light passing through the mixture.
- Temperature corrected prism ensures accuracy.
- Supplied with pipette and carry-case.
  - Model No. VS005

**Universal Tool for Locking Connectors**

- Nylon components with steel main shaft.
- Fits 90% of cars and light vans up to 5tonne gross (not suitable for Minis (A Series) or vehicles with double plate clutches).
- Suitable for front wheel drive vehicles.
- Supplied with 2 different sized expanding collets.
  - Model No. VS010

**Kit for Inserting and Tightening Brake Calipers, 18 Pieces**

- Kit helps prevent damage to pistons and seals.
- Applications:
  - Alfa Romeo, Audi, BMW, Citroen, Fiat, Ford, Honda, Jaguar, Mazda, Mercedes, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Peugeot, Renault, Rover, Saab, Seat, Skoda, Suzuki, Toyota, Vauxhall/Opel, VW, Volvo.
  - Model No. VS0282

**Kit for Inserting and Tightening Brake Calipers, 30 Pieces**

- Kit helps prevent damage to pistons and seals.
- Applications:
  - Alfa Romeo, Audi, BMW, Citroen, Fiat, Ford, Honda, Jaguar, Lancia, Lincoln, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Peugeot, Proton, Renault, Rover, Saab, Seat, Subaru, Toyota, Vauxhall/Opel, VW, Volvo.
  - Model No. VS0285
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Инструмент за скоби на маркучи с жило за труднодостъпни места

- Long reach tool designed for awkwardly positioned tag type hose clips.
- Flexible cable and compact head help operation in confined spaces.
- Model No. VS1663

Скоба за свиване на пружини

- Heavy-duty Chrome Vanadium construction.
- Long reach arms compress higher proportion of new coil spring.
- Allows even and safe compression of spring prior to installation of regular coil spring compressor.
- Model No. AK3842

Уред за измерване въгла на завинтване

- Designed to be used with any 1/2" Sq drive torque wrench.
- Tough composite dial and rotating index line allow operator to accurately tighten fixing to manufacturer’s exact specification.
- Supplied with fully adjustable reaction arm.
- Essential measuring tool for the busy workshop.
- Model No. VS530

Уред за вадене на рамена на чистачки

- Heavy-duty construction with locking feature allowing secure fastening to the wiper arm before commencing pull.
- Maximum Opening: 28mm, Maximum Collar Size: 43mm
- Model No. VS777

Уред за вадене на лагери на главина

- Comprehensive kit of tools for the fast and effective removal and installation of wheel bearings on front-wheel drive vehicles.
- Reduces chances of damage to hub and bearing.
- Heavyweight drive screw for use with impact tools.
- Model No. VS7020

Скоба за вадене на пружини

- Heavy-duty Chrome Vanadium construction.
- Long reach arms compress higher proportion of new coil spring.
- Allows even and safe compression of spring prior to installation of regular coil spring compressor.
- Model No. VS930

Уред за свиване на масло

- Superb for repaying sump, gearbox and differential drain plug threads.
- Uses to tap the damaged thread slightly oversize, then fit a new drain plug and washer supplied.
- Tap Sizes: M13, M15, M17, M20.
- Model No. VS440

Уред за вадене на лагери на предните гуми

- Up-to-date kit for the installation and removal of front hub bearings without the need to dismantle the steering knuckle and strut assembly.
- Fast and simple to use.
- May be used with impact wrench.
- Model No. VS7021

Уред за отвиване маслени филтри, 15 броя

- Cap type filter wrenches, made from 7 and 16 gauge steel, and can withstand up to 85lb.ft of torque.
- Designed to grip like sockets, thereby minimising the possibility of crushing filters.
- Electro-black oxide finish for rust protection.
- Use with 3/8" or 1/2" square drive wrenches.
- Model No. VS7003

Уред за отвиване маслени филтри, 30 броя

- Extensive set designed for a wide range of vehicles.
- Each tool fits various sizes, made from 7 and 16 gauge steel, with adaptors up to 1" in diameter.
- Adaptor allows use with 1/2" or 1/4" Square drive wrenches.
- All standard of filter wrench.
- Model No. VS7006

Комплект куфарче за ремонт на резбата на капачката за масло

- Superb for repairing sump, gearbox and differential drain plug threads.
- Used to tap the damaged thread slightly oversize, then fit a new drain plug and washer supplied.
- Tap Sizes: M13, M15, M17, M20.
- Model No. VS440

Универсален уред за законтряне на ангренажен ремък

- Unique time-saving device suitable for locking the position of camshafts to retain engine timing positions.
- Bar allows reach of between 28 and 92mm.
- Model No. VS777

Комплект вакуум тестер и уред за проверка на течове в спирачната система

- Multi-function diagnostic tool used to test a variety of essential engine and associated functions.
- Contents: Vacuum Pump, Fluid Containers, Transfer Cap, Vacuum Hoses, 2 x 580mm, 2 x 800mm, Assorted Vacuum Hose Fittings x 5, Bleed Nipple Adaptors x 3.
- Model No. VS402

Комплект капачки за отвиване маслени филтри, 15 броя

- Cap type filter wrenches, made from 7 and 16 gauge steel, and can withstand up to 85lb.ft of torque.
- Designed to grip like sockets, thereby minimising the possibility of crushing filters.
- Electro-black oxide finish for rust protection.
- Use with 3/8" or 1/2" square drive wrenches.
- Model No. VS7003

Комплект капачки за отвиване маслени филтри, 30 броя

- Extensive set designed for a wide range of vehicles.
- Each tool fits various sizes, made from 7 and 16 gauge steel, with adaptors up to 1" in diameter.
- Adaptor allows use with 1/2" or 1/4" Square drive wrenches.
- All standard of filter wrench.
- Model No. VS7006

Инфрачервен лазерен цифров термометър 8:1 (-35C до +365C)

- Fast and simple way to find engine and vehicle faults.
- Detects energy emission in the infrared spectrum and converts reading into a display of temperature.
- Features laser pointer to indicate area being sampled.
- Temperature is displayed on large LCD panel.
- Temperature can be shown in either °C or °F.
- Powered by two AAA cells (supplied).
- Model No. VS904

Комплект капачки за отвиване маслени филтри, 15 броя

- Cap type filter wrenches, made from 7 and 16 gauge steel, and can withstand up to 85lb.ft of torque.
- Designed to grip like sockets, thereby minimising the possibility of crushing filters.
- Electro-black oxide finish for rust protection.
- Use with 3/8" or 1/2" square drive wrenches.
- Model No. VS7003

Комплект капачки за отвиване маслени филтри, 30 броя

- Extensive set designed for a wide range of vehicles.
- Each tool fits various sizes, made from 7 and 16 gauge steel, with adaptors up to 1" in diameter.
- Adaptor allows use with 1/2" or 1/4" Square drive wrenches.
- All standard of filter wrench.
- Model No. VS7006

Комплект за демонтаж на лагери за главина

- Comprehensive kit of tools for the fast and effective removal and installation of wheel bearings on front-wheel drive vehicles.
- Reduces chances of damage to hub and bearing.
- Heavyweight drive screw for use with impact tools.
- Model No. VS7020

Комплект за вадене на лагери на предните гуми

- Up-to-date kit for the installation and removal of front hub bearings without the need to dismantle the steering knuckle and strut assembly.
- Fast and simple to use.
- May be used with impact wrench.
- Model No. VS7021

Комплект за демонтаж на лагери за главина

- Comprehensive kit of tools for the fast and effective removal and installation of wheel bearings on front-wheel drive vehicles.
- Reduces chances of damage to hub and bearing.
- Heavyweight drive screw for use with impact tools.
- Model No. VS7020

Комплект за вадене на лагери на предните гуми

- Up-to-date kit for the installation and removal of front hub bearings without the need to dismantle the steering knuckle and strut assembly.
- Fast and simple to use.
- May be used with impact wrench.
- Model No. VS7021

Универсален уред за законтряне на ангренажен ремък

- Unique time-saving device suitable for locking the position of camshafts to retain engine timing positions.
- Bar allows reach of between 28 and 92mm.
- Model No. VS777

Скоба за вадене на рамена на чистачки

- Heavy-duty construction with locking feature allowing secure fastening to the wiper arm before commencing pull.
- Maximum Opening: 28mm, Maximum Collar Size: 43mm
- Model No. VS807

Уред за вадене/поставяне на капачетата на болтовете на гумите, поема до 6 броя

- Removes the plastic wheel nut caps fitted to Audi, Seat, Skoda, VW and Vauxhall/Opel vehicles.
- Model No. VS930

Комплект капачки за отвиване маслени филтри, 15 броя

- Cap type filter wrenches, made from 7 and 16 gauge steel, and can withstand up to 85lb.ft of torque.
- Designed to grip like sockets, thereby minimising the possibility of crushing filters.
- Electro-black oxide finish for rust protection.
- Use with 3/8" or 1/2" square drive wrenches.
- Model No. VS7003
**Air Operated Wind-back Tool**

- Air operated wind-back tool suitable for left or right hand wind-back operations.
- Kit helps prevent damage to pistons and seals.
- Applications: Alfa Romeo, Audi, BMW, Citroen, Fiat, Ford, Honda, Jaguar, Lancia, Lincoln, Mazda, Mini, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Opel, Peugeot, Proton, Renault, Rover, Saab, Seat, Subaru, Toyota, Vauxhall/Opel, VW, Volvo.
- Model No. VS0286

---

**Air Compressor for Spring Compression**

- Fast and safe compression of road springs.
- 1000kg Air operated unit with safety locking guard.
- Supplied with two interchangeable plastic coated lower yokes and a suspension strut clamp.
- Fits a wide range of spring configurations and diameters.
- Also features a strut locating platform for easy movement of the suspension strut to avoid unnecessary lifting.
- Model No. RE300

---

**Infrared Heater**

- Infrared heater suitable for well ventilated indoor applications.
- 70,000 Btu/hr Heat output.
- Heats objects, not the surrounding air.
- Proven pump system can operate with either kerosene or diesel.
- 12hr timer allows approximate 1.5hr running time, making this unit extremely economical.
- Fuel gauge and large heavy duty cap.
- Model No. IR20

---

**Multi Functional Tool**

- 15 tools in one.
- Manufactured from top grade, high carbon stainless steel.
- Fully hardened and tempered for long life.
- Auto handle cheeks allow a firm and comfortable grip.
- Supplied with belt pouch.
- Model No. PK15

---

**Vastech CRP 3000CXD**

- Min./Max. Saddle Height: 145/490mm.
- Chassis Length: 685mm.
- Integral American cog-type release mechanism with two-piece handle.
- Heavy-duty swivel castors and extra-large saddle design ease positioning under vehicle.
- Fitted with safety overload valve and ‘pump-through’ valve to prevent handle locking once at maximum lift height.
- Model No. 3000CXD

---

**Three Ton Crane Standard**

- Model No. 3000CXD

---
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- Heavy-duty swivel castors and extra-large saddle design ease positioning under vehicle.
- Fitted with safety overload valve and ‘pump-through’ valve to prevent handle locking once at maximum lift height.
- Model No. 3000CXD

---

**Infrared Heater**

- Infrared heater suitable for well ventilated indoor applications.
- 70,000 Btu/hr Heat output.
- Heats objects, not the surrounding air.
- Proven pump system can operate with either kerosene or diesel.
- 12hr timer allows approximate 1.5hr running time, making this unit extremely economical.
- Fuel gauge and large heavy duty cap.
- Model No. IR20